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Abstract

Quantitative point forecasts of energy and emissions have experienced difficulty with responding to uncertainty. Accuracy issues arise even in the short term with consequences for policy. The technique of scenario analysis is increasingly applied in scientific inquiry on the long term but it also has utility in the short term. This paper presents a discussion of the use of forecasts for prediction and proposes integrated or ‘hybrid’ exploratory qualitative and quantitative scenarios in its stead. Various methodological issues are explored towards formulation of a scenario development process. Integrated scenarios structure thinking on the future, bound uncertainty, document important assumptions, aid communication, widen perspectives, can explore new dynamics and permit the exploration of ‘softer’ issues in development paths such as governance, social and cultural drivers. These can be crucial to outcomes but are not captured by quantitative approaches alone. An example of the technique employed to construct integrated scenarios for Ireland to 2020 is presented, which as a process is applicable with diverse quantitative techniques. The advancement of more broad holistic perspectives on development and processes of change is policy relevant in all states, for which purpose integrated scenarios are an ideal analysis and mainstreaming tool even on short time scales.
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Trying to predict the future is like trying to drive down a country road at night with no lights while looking out the back window.

-Peter F. Drucker

1. Introduction

Energy and emissions analysis, the development of policy and the reporting of progress require insight into driving forces of change and potential future evolution. Energy and emissions are both dependent on, and influenced by, a wide development domain which is complex in evolution and uncertain in outcome. Conceptual, theoretical, methodological, empirical and praxis issues arise with all techniques proposing insight into the future. Because of the monopoly of short term point forecasts and projections in these tasks, issues of accuracy are of much concern. There is evidence of significant problems with these approaches which nonetheless continue to dominate with inevitable consequences for policy. This paper has a methodological focus, discussing the use of point forecasting as a predictive tool for the short and medium term and innovates by proposing the hybrid exploratory scenario approach in its stead. It is original in discussing methodologies, techniques and processes relevant to the development of short term scenarios of energy and related emissions. As an example, the process used in generating scenarios for Ireland to 2020 is presented from [1]. As per Varho and Tapio [2], most of the required tools and techniques are well documented but the combination is novel, particularly in the context of short term scenarios. In this paper Section 2 discusses forecast accuracy and section 3 discusses methodological issues in developing short term energy and related emission scenarios. Section 4 briefly reviews the technique used for development of short term hybrid exploratory scenarios for Ireland. Section 5 offers concluding remarks on the issues arising and potential options to move forward methodologically.
2. Forecast accuracy and scenarios

The ex-post evaluation of energy or emissions forecast accuracy has not often been conducted. Linderoth [3] described large forecast errors in IEA member countries’ arising not only from the discontinuities of the oil crises but also in more stable periods. Errors sometimes conceal the sum of considerable positive and negative forecast errors in the sectors, particularly with industry and transport. Linderoth noted that the underestimate of transport can have particular consequences for emissions reduction policy [3]. In looking at forecast error for the US, Winebrake and Sakva found a low mean percentage error for total energy consumption concealing an average 5.9% overestimate for the industry sector and 4.5% underestimate for the transport sector [4]. In general, errors occur not only in absolute totals and sectoral consumption, but in GDP growth rates, energy intensity improvement and in fuel mix [5]. This reduces the potential accuracy of related forecasts of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and as they are an input into policy processes this has further consequences downstream. Errors can occur even on short time-scales. Large errors can occur even when the forecast year is close to the review year [3].

At the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Dublin workshop for Annex I parties on the preparation of the fourth national communications, it was suggested that in some cases Annex I nations need to produce additional scenarios [6]. Although the likely statistical dispersion of results is inevitably greater in the longer term, the statistical dispersion is potentially still large in the short term. Irreducible and omnipresent complexity and uncertainty corresponds with the difficulties in short term forecasting. This uncertainty is a challenge to probabilistic and predictive methodologies and suggests that scenarios have utility in bounding uncertainty.

While forecasts are useful in some contexts they can also give an illusion of certainty [7]. Allied to the issue of accuracy of forecasts are issues pertaining to the audience of energy
and emissions forecasts. Those outside of the modeling process, including decision-makers, analysts and the public, may not be fully aware of the caveats attached, their significance, or how to incorporate the resultant uncertainty effectively into their frame of reference. A host of cognitive biases arise for forecast audiences such as overconfidence and confirmation bias [8]. Environmental and technical assessments altered actors’ expectations, knowledge and behaviours [9]. Whereas scenarios can widen perspectives, the more limited view provided by forecasts is consequently subject to strategic risks and political and ethical concerns.

UNFCCC reporting guidelines describe three GHG projections required in national communications; “With Measures” (WM) of currently implemented and adopted policies and measures, “With Additional Measures” (WAM) of planned policies and measures and “Without Measures” (WOM) excluding all policies and measures implemented, adopted or planned after the starting year referred to as the “baseline” or “reference” projection [10]. Parties are given the option of reporting sensitivity analysis, but are recommended to limit the number of scenarios. While this process may appear less cumbersome in analytical terms, projection exercises that rely on single point forecasts will inevitably be subject to greater uncertainty and difficulties with accuracy, as opposed to a range provided for by baseline scenarios. Strategic policy implications will arise where forecast inaccuracy increases. It could reasonably be assumed that given the importance of UNFCCC requirements in national energy and emissions policy that these rules encourage the continuation of point forecasts as the standard approach.

3. Scenario analysis

3.1 Background

Scenario analysis has a rich history in an increasing number of sectors and disciplines [11] as a tool to deal with uncertainty. An expanding array of business, community, policy
and research contexts use scenarios with highly varied objectives—better management, consciousness raising, conflict resolution, policy advice and research [12]. The variety of users and contexts has led to the evolution of a broad diversity of approaches and methodologies for scenario development [13]. Scenario analysis has been increasingly applied with energy due to the difficulties in providing accurate forecasts [14], and separately due to the need for tools for imagining, discussing, and preparing for equally ‘plausible’ futures. These two streams of scenario analysis could be respectively described as “inquiry-driven” and “strategy-driven” [15].

Inquiry-driven scenario analysis is conducted to meet the needs of the scientific community through expanding knowledge and as an input into policy analysis. Strategy-driven scenario analysis stems in origin primarily from the business community for corporate planning. The scientific credibility of strategy-driven scenarios is sometimes dismissed although it must be noted such scenarios are not necessarily intending scientific credibility. Multiple scenarios can be effectively employed to counteract ‘future myopia’ [16] and can assist in countering the multitude of cognitive biases that can arise with forecasts [8]. This is particularly important in a world of surprise and discontinuity in which policy must be formulated.

Scenarios allow structured thinking on the future based on the evolution of aspects such as driving forces, trends, themes, events and cause-effect logics. With the scenario analysis approach the objective is not prediction, but to construct and articulate several different futures and the paths to them [17]. The advancement of the science of climate change has required insight into future climate change and impacts. This is dependent on the evolution of human factors such as anthropogenic GHG emissions. Given the uncertainty of future development, scenarios were used in the Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) as the appropriate tool for
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1 These threads seem to provide a concise typology but are described by Alcamo [15] as only caricatures of scenario types.
the exploration of the future evolution of global GHG emissions to 2100 [18]. As many social and biophysical systems are complex in evolution and poorly understood, the scenarios were neither predictions nor forecasts but were used to explore equally plausible images of future development. The scenarios were used as linking tools that integrate qualitative narratives or storylines and quantitative modelling.

3.2 Applying scenario analysis to energy and emissions

In the literature, scenarios are used for a plethora of purposes, consequently it is the objectives of the exercise that dictate the characteristics of scenarios, the framework and process used and the form of the scenarios [19]. The terminology used in describing possible future conditions in the context of emissions is often interchangeable in the literature. Some useful distinctions are defined by Holmes [20]. Whereas projections, project forward past trends and forecasts are predictive and seek to determine the most likely future, scenarios can look at diverging trends and the potential unfolding of new dynamics. Rather than prediction, scenarios seek to describe a ‘spectrum of possibility’. This is a bounded envelope of probability that covers the range of plausible outcomes.² Environmental and emission scenarios are used in contexts where dynamic complex systems are subject to uncertainties. These uncertainties include inadequate scientific understanding, data gaps and the inherent uncertainties of future events [18], Raskin et al. outlined sources of indeterminacy as ignorance, volition and surprise [21]. Ghanadan and Koomey make the distinction where scenarios explore uncertainties through insightful pathways forecasts seek the most likely pathway and characterisation of uncertainty [22]. Forecasts have a poor record in this regard [22] and have routinely overestimated consumption and underestimated uncertainties [7].

² In addition a common use of scenarios is to quantify savings potentials from policy, technology or behavioural changes [22].
‘best guess’ estimates and the high/ low, optimistic/ pessimistic or policy variants of these. Criticisms of this approach include that it is evident that a future involving no change as in BAU is virtually impossible [23]. The European Environment Agency discuss how the use of variations on a single scenario is less desirable than an approach that incorporates multiple perspectives through divergent scenarios [24]. Formulating a range of emission scenarios is an appropriate technique to encompass uncertainties and deliver policy insights [18]. Issues also arise as forecasts can reflect a particular set of values or interests promoted as ‘objective’ information.\(^3\) A preoccupation with point forecasts may not be appropriate to either scientific inquiry\(^4\) or to strategic thinking in decision-making.

### 3.3 Qualitative and quantitative approaches

The issue of complex problems\(^5\) has a particular salience in the context of emission scenarios and suggests the use of ‘complex scenarios’ in analysis [11]. This involves combining qualitative and quantitative methods in the analysis of trends and underlying themes and is the frontier of scenario research today [12]. The evolution of complex non-linear processes can be explored by alternative dynamics beyond trend extrapolations and ‘dynamics as usual’. A key problem with deterministic quantitative approaches is the static nature of models while there is nothing static in the economy [7]. According to Craig \textit{et al.} [7] energy forecasting necessarily makes implicit assumptions about human behaviour including social, institutional, personal and human innovation. Recognising the prime

\(^3\)A science-policy nexus exists as technological and economic rationalities are implicitly embedded in models. This opens the question of the world-view, values and philosophy underpinning supposedly ‘objective’ scientific information. This information can reflect specific futures that are profitable or preferable to certain interests or can be used to legitimise results rather than guide policy [25]. Using scenarios offers an approach to make world views more explicit, through the description of underlying themes in narratives. They can also be used to document assumptions used in modelling. If used incorrectly or towards a particular bias they could also become subject to this limitation.

\(^4\)Craig \textit{et al.} [7] and Smil [26] are severely critical of long-term quantitative point forecasts due to a “dismal” forecasting record and “false” insights that are potentially counterproductive. Smil suggests exploratory forecasts of a range of plausible alternatives as a “sensible approach” but places particular emphasis on contingency and normative scenarios.

\(^5\)“Complex problems” are described as a tangled web of problems (multi-problem), the issues concerned transcend disciplines (multi-dimensional) and underlying processes interact at various scales (multi-scale) [27].
importance of such drivers, Raskin et al. [12] describe culture, power and values as the conditioning framework or ‘ultimate drivers’ through which the indirect socio-economic drivers such as population, economic and technological drivers produce an environmental impact. These ultimate drivers can be incorporated in scenarios through integration of qualitative information, a process largely ignored by forecasting exercises. Swart et al. discussed how in sustainability science the utility of scenario analysis is complimented by the imperative of the qualitative element and proposed; the elevation of the non-quantifiable cultural, institutional and value aspects of the integrated system [28]. This avoids limiting the analysis to quantifiable aspects which may not be the most crucial. However, a dualism in emission scenarios has existed in two largely non-overlapping streams of inquiry in quantitative modelling and qualitative narratives [29]. The main differences between model based and non-model based scenarios is the technical and economic detail in the former and social, political and cultural developments in the latter [25]. While these are seen as separate challenges, recent developments in scenario analysis seek to bridge this gap [18]. The key characteristics of these two approaches have been outlined by Morita et al. [30]. Qualitative scenarios are literary exercises aimed at holistic sketches of the future. They have a greater power to posit system shifts, surprise and to include critical factors that defy quantification such as values, cultural shifts and institutional features. They may appear arbitrary, idiosyncratic and weakly supported. Quantitative formal models seek mathematical representation of key features of human and/or environmental systems in order to represent the evolution of the system under alternative assumptions. They are useful for examining futures that result from variations of quantitative driving variables, and they offer a systematic and replicable basis for analysis.

The limits of deterministic modelling and descriptive analyses shown in the first decades of emission scenarios have encouraged the advancement in the literature of the
synthesis of approaches as a way forward [29]. The combination of these two approaches can make scenarios more robust [11] and give structural variance and methodological diversity to the approach [30]. Following this synthesis approach, as illustrated in Fig. 1 from the SRES, scenarios are linking tools of qualitative narratives about the future and quantitative formulations based on modelling. These integrated or hybrid scenarios consider the complex interplay and evolution of the system across and within alternatives. They also have a function in communication and aid mitigation analysis and policy-making, by explaining the ‘all important’ social, political and technological context [18]. The use of the narratives to structure thinking on the alternative development pathways not only makes scenarios more believable but can ensure that they do not become an arbitrary numerical combination of quantitative variables and can make assumptions more explicit. In parallel, the quantitative scenarios are complimentary to the qualitative narratives. They are used to check consistency, to provide relevant numerical information, and to “enrich” the qualitative scenarios by showing trends and dynamics not anticipated by the storylines [31]. Schweizer and Kriegler criticise the assumption that models alone can ensure consistency of a scenario narrative [32]. The European Environment Agency recommend that integration is crucial in viewing future developments and is based on interdisciplinarity, as a combination derived from the integration of multidisciplinary ideas or methods permitting explanation or assessment not achievable of non-integrated multidisciplinary ideas or tools [24].
Each narrative scenario or storyline is a qualitative description of how key features diverge and are connected to each other (e.g. population growth, economic growth, technological development and policies). Depending on the logic of the scenario, certain developments are amplified or deemphasised. As a non-probabilistic assessment it does not present any of the scenarios as more or less likely. At a prominent level in methodological discussion, two approaches have been proposed to deal with uncertainty in scenario analysis; i) using narratives, and ii) using probabilistic approaches [33]. Using probabilistic assessment on scenarios can negate the benefit of using the technique by focussing attention on a single ‘likely’ future. The Joint Research Centre Institute for Prospective Technological Studies (JRC-IPTS) has advised against using probabilities [34], while Schnarrs and Ziamou state that most practitioners are against assigning probabilities as the “essence” of scenario analysis is to avoid false exactness [35]. Probabilistic approaches may imply a historical bias or determinism that does not evolve and may diverge or even bifurcate from historical
trends. As discussed by Craig et al., most economic forecasting models embody historical dynamics through statistical relationships forecasted into the future [7].

3.4 The evolution of dynamics

The approaches to scenario analysis could be described as an inductive or bottom-up trends approach where scenarios emerge step by step from the data, and a deductive top-down approach where the scenario narrative is constructed from the framework devised to begin with [34]. Scenario themes describe the nature of variables, dynamics and interconnections through approaches such as actors, factors and sectors [37]. The dynamics explored may have considerable impact on future emissions based on their evolution and interaction occurring as events and processes, and are discernible in the system today. The interactions could be described as synergistic or emergent behaviour, where the complex combination of driving forces is greater than the sum of its parts. The use of ‘exploratory scenarios’ deliberately explores what might happen if the development of scenario driving forces were to take a particular direction in the future [17]. Exploratory scenarios look at structural uncertainty. A type of sensitivity analysis uses different combinations of input data in each scenario to explore data uncertainty. This potentially addresses an issue with optimising modelling for energy and emissions, which risk producing thinking entrenched in current dynamics of solutions, possibilities and limitations [17]. Lempert points to significant methodological issues with implications for energy and emissions modelling [38]. Due to deep uncertainty, the limitations of probability approaches and the multidimensional problem character, climate change is not even theoretically optimisable.

In the development of exploratory scenarios van Der Heijden [39] proposes linking historical and present events with hypothetical futures. Alcamo describes this as ‘step-wise
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6 This problem can arise where there is a projection of past trends or the forecast of probable outcomes. The OECD/IEA discuss some of the limitations of purely quantitative approaches [36].
changes’ of driving forces, as the main factors that influence change [19]. In the quantitative process, values for these driving forces must be assumed by modellers or taken from other studies. For the purposes of emission scenarios, scenario driving forces are often defined by the Kaya identity [40, 41].

The “macro-bias” evident in many scenarios, occurs where scenarios excessively depend on macro-aspects (e.g. economic growth and oil price) [42]. The logics are top-down, with processes at meso and micro level determined by dominant macro dynamics affecting the system. A related problem is where the dynamic and outcome of scenarios are unsurprising and tautological [43]. In discussing these problems Elzen et al. [44] recommends incorporating sectoral dynamics for the inclusion of meso and micro dynamics, where different actor groups (e.g. firms, users, public authorities, universities) are involved in learning processes, social networks, lifestyles and worldviews. Hughes and Strachan proclaimed the importance of representing actors as sociotechnical changes are not brought about by disembodied high level trends or technical infrastructures, but by the decisions and actions of numerous actors [45]. An important insight from this methodological discussion is that actors can be reinforcing or conflicting. This is both an effective metaphor for the complexity of the system and also the problems with simple assumptions on consistency in scenarios.

3.5 Scenario characteristics

Given the diversity of fields now using scenarios, the processes, content and structure of scenarios developed vary significantly. Although scenario typologies are evolving [11, 17], there is no common theoretical and methodological framework for scenario analysis [25]. The characteristics of scenarios, the framework and process used and the form of the
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7 See section 3.6 for further discussion.
scenarios are determined by the goals of the exercise [19]. Given the multitude of variations in scenario exercises it may be useful to clarify some scenario characteristics.

Various definitions of emission scenarios are present in the literature. A commonly used definition is that provided in the SRES [18]; as a plausible description of how the future may develop based on a coherent and internally consistent set of assumptions ("scenario logic") about key relationships and driving forces. A number of characteristics of “good” scenarios have been proposed by Alcamo [19]:

i) firstly, that the scenarios fulfil the objectives of the exercise,
ii) are transparent and sufficiently documented to be understood,
iii) are plausible (or ‘not implausible’),
iv) are internally consistent (can be shown by model),
v) challenge beliefs or broaden the understanding of decision-makers, and,
vi) are ‘rich’ to convey diverse information and provide insights into non-linear or interrupted trends.

The JRC-IPTS recommend five core criteria to guide the scenario process [34]:

i) Plausibility: The selected scenarios must be plausible, this means that they must fall within the limits of what might conceivably happen.

ii) Differentiation: they should be structurally different, meaning that they should not be so close to one another that they become simply variations of a base case.
iii) Consistency: They must be internal consistent. The combination of logics in a scenario must not have any built-in inconsistency that would undermine the credibility of the scenario.

iv) Decision making utility: Each scenario, and all scenarios as a set, should contribute specific insights into the future that will allow on the decision focus that was selected.

v) Challenge: the scenarios should challenge the organisation's conventional wisdom about the future.

In contrast, van der Heijden [39] offers a looser interpretation and proposes the following criteria; to be plausible, consistent and give a relevant new perspective. van der Heiden proposes that apart from these general rules, the scenario planner has flexibility in deciding how to construct the scenarios and what organising principles to apply. While the guidance above implies key characteristics of robust scenarios, methodological issues remain. The nature of these issues is dependent on the objectives of the analysis.

Internal consistency within scenarios is an organising principle frequently stated in the scenarios literature. Mander et al. argue against the use of internal consistency within scenarios, proposing that consistency is not a consistent feature of society [46]. The co-occurrence of trend and counter-trend is a more consistent feature of complex societies than consistency itself. This aligns concepts with recognising the complexity of the anthropogenic system under investigation. The methodological requirements of logical causality and consistency may be limiting factors in this respect, as paradoxical simultaneous trends and counter-trends may emerge [47]. A number of potential responses to this issue are offered by the authors including using recombined trends and the quantitative approach of Lempert [48]. In general, the search for consistency as an organising principle is more relevant to
exploratory and/or quantitative scenarios, with the prime aim of establishing a plausible range. Establishing consistency homogenises and helps to apply bounds to the stretching of the range, particularly where the extremes of the range are provided for by the scenario axes technique. If the higher priority of the study is to examine the complex interaction of driving forces, consistency becomes demoted as an organising principle, recognising inevitable inconsistencies in the real world. Inconsistency can be used to examine complex interaction of existing dynamics, or unfolding of potential new dynamics. New dynamics in the scenarios widen scope of results towards lower plausibility outcomes. This interplay of consistency and plausibility, and the method to resolve depends on the goals of the exercise. A relevant consideration is that the structured process of exploratory scenarios seeks to analyse but not predict complexity and uncertainty. By this, it gives a picture of alternative plausible developments that may not occur, but should cover the plausible range. This amounts to an approach to engaging with uncertainty, and given the conflicts, merits further research in the methodological literature. Inconsistency or unfolding of paradoxical developments is explored by Postma and Liebl through “inconsistency analysis” [47]. Weimer-Jehle proposed cross impact balances (CIB) for developing internally consistent qualitative scenarios [49]. Kemp-Benedict [50] echoes the aforementioned issue above of potentially incongruent scenario consistency and diversity by suggesting a combination of CIB with the scenario diversity analysis approach [51].

The issues of surprise, catastrophe and wildcards are important considerations that influence the range of “plausible” outcomes. Again the objectives of the scenario exercise dictate the approach. As prescribed in the SRES, the scenarios were not devised for contingency or emergency planning that includes wildcards or catastrophes. Plausibility is determined by the analysis of the historical and current situation, potential evolution of driving forces discerned from the literature and comparison with existing forecasts. Hence
wildcards and catastrophes, and the strategic implications of these, are outside of the scope of such inquiry. This deliberate exclusion of low probability events and extremes places emphasis on mapping the range of “plausible futures”. Schnarrs and Ziamou have advised against producing excessively wide spans for the scenarios, and therefore excluding extremes, as it is “too-safe” to look at wide spans [35]. While it increases the likelihood that the true future state will not be missed, scenarios with very wide spans of estimates may be less useful [27].

A distinction must be made between future-forward “exploratory scenarios” and future-backward “backcasting” or “anticipatory” scenarios [25, 19]. In descriptive exploratory scenarios the goal is open-ended exploration of alternative evolutions and not pathways to utopias or dystopias or what could be described as optimistic and pessimistic routes. This is the “neutral” objective of scenarios. Developments within the scenarios may be viewed as either positive or negative, depending on perspective. “Backcasting” scenarios are more normative and prescriptive by deliberately assigning a preferred future and working back to the present. A further distinction is made with baseline or non-intervention verses policy scenarios. Baseline scenarios explore evolution without additional energy and mitigation policies and measures (PAM’s). PAM’s may be tested using the baseline scenarios as part of mitigation analysis. The emerging complication is that even baseline emission scenarios must include at least some explicit energy and mitigation policies, particularly due to the Kyoto Protocol entering into force in 2005 [29].

Time scale is a key consideration in bounding the scope of the scenario exercise as is the spatial scale. The difficulties experienced with forecast accuracy previously described, suggests that it is useful to use exploratory scenarios even on short to medium-term time scales, particularly as short–term decisions have long term consequences. While a shorter
time scale may reduce the possibility for analysing radical shifts, longer time scales can reduce policy relevance [24].

It has been recommended not to develop new scenarios unless it is necessary [19]. There is voluminous forecast and scenario data at the global and regional level from the SRES process. However, due to the homogenous and long term nature of global scenarios the utility of down-scaling this information could be questioned. Two national examples of downscaling include Trefers et al. [52] and Kaivo-oja et al. [53], where both of these exercises specifically benefitted from using existing scenarios. The Dutch energy scenarios to 2050 of Trefers et al. [52] were based around using just two of the SRES scenarios namely A1(B) and B2. This process was chosen on a longer time scale as they were back-casting scenarios. Kaivo-oja et al. also used the SRES scenarios given their importance in the climate policy discourse of most countries. In that sense operationalising the SRES scenarios yielded policy insights in its own right. Nevertheless, using existing scenarios can also act as a straitjacket, both when downscaling and quantifying [54]. The divergent reality at the national level has been documented where different future scenarios for one member state may show quite diverging energy images [55].

3.6 Identifying and exploring scenario driving forces

The European Environment Agency, illustrate how driving forces will be differently identified and discussed depending on the aims of the study [56]. Trajectories of future energy carbon emission are determined by complex dynamics [29]. They can be expressed as driving forces including demographics, economics, resources, technology and non-climate policies [18]. Scenario techniques proposed in the literature are often structured on ordering and ranking systems for driving forces [36, 57]. The conception of the SRES [18] as the seminal literature in the field is based on the Kaya identity [40]. Rather than using a ranking
system, the SRES explores the potential evolution and interaction of scenario driving forces through two modes. These involve understanding the historical and current situation and existing quantitative scenarios and forecasts and also the potential interactions of the development of driving forces. The Kaya identity provides the framework to explore and discuss scenario driving forces, as the basic entities of scenario development in both the qualitative narratives and their quantitative representation.

A framework often used to describe changes in an environmental impact is the IPAT identity [58, 59]. The IPAT identity relates impacts (I) to population (P) multiplied by affluence (A) and technology (T);

\[
\text{Impact} = \text{Population} \times \text{Affluence} \times \text{Technology}. \tag{1}
\]

The IPAT identity has often been referred to as the ‘Kaya identity’ as a specific application of IPAT used in emission scenarios. In function 2 it multiplies population growth, per capita gross domestic product (GDP), energy consumption per unit GDP, and emissions per unit energy on one side of the identity, with total CO$_2$ emissions represented on the other side [40, 41].

\[
\text{CO}_2 \text{ Emissions} = \text{Population} \times (\text{GDP/ Population}) \times (\text{Energy/ GDP}) \times (\text{CO}_2/ \text{Energy}) \tag{2}
\]

The Kaya multiplicative identity presents much utility as it can be further decomposed into other effects [60], but it does not suggest direct causality. Some important caveats to the use of the Kaya identity are noted by Nakicenovic et al. [18]. The four terms on the right-hand side of equation should not be considered as fundamental driving forces in themselves, nor should they be considered as generally independent of each other. While the identity may
imply a linear increase in emissions, e.g. with an increase in population, this depends on the interactions and relationships between driving forces.

The SRES structured the exploration of scenario driving forces and interactions, and consequently the literature review, using the following framework related to the Kaya identity:

1. Population
2. Economic and social development
3. Energy resources and technology
4. Agriculture, forestry and land-use change
5. Other sources of non-CO$_2$ GHG’s
6. Non-climate policies

Specifically with application to energy and related emissions the following framework for identification and discussion of driving forces is now proposed;

1. Population
2. Economic and social development
3. Energy resources and technology
4. Governance and policies

Agriculture, forestry and land-use change and also non-CO$_2$ GHG’s are omitted as they are not directly relevant to energy CO$_2$ scenarios. Meanwhile, “policies” has been modified to “Governance, and policies” as an alternative categorisation. This is in keeping with the six sector approach to scenarios [61, 62]. This heading also reflects an evolving discourse with
implications for the development path encompassing a variety of levels of governance and institutional aspects [63]. “Policies” includes the mitigation and energy policies implemented and legislatively provided for by the base year of the analysis.

3.7 Scenario development

The scenario axes technique is often recommended as a useful tool to construct images of the future [39] as an approach to structuring thinking. This technique functions by the identification of the two most important driving forces by characterisations such as uncertainty and impact. Through the selection of two-dimensional axes which form the four scenario quadrants in Fig. 2 these uncertainties characterise the main differences between alternative scenarios. Using the unifying structure of the scenario axes, the scenarios are developed as alternate stories of how the future may unfold. This development is reasoned from the position of the scenarios on the axes, the logic of internal consistency and based on a cause and effect logic [64].

Fig. 2. Scenario axes leading to alternative scenarios

Source: Van ’t Klooster and van Asselt (2005)
This approach can be theoretically problematic and potentially constraining to creative thinking [46]. The axes are a framework to structure thinking on the future. To prevent the development of ad-hoc, arbitrary, implausible or illogical futures they require further consideration of the development and interaction of other driving forces. The consideration of uncertainty in the development of other driving forces can be arrived at through the structured analysis based on the Kaya identity. The combination of driving forces within each scenario can therefore be varied to encompass a rich pluralistic multidimensional conception of the future. The scenario axes should be viewed with caution as a structural tool, and not viewed as a rigid blueprint or “straitjacket” [64]. In responding to this challenge, examples of alternative applications of scenario axes include Natural Resources Canada [65] illustrating three dimensional axes in Fig. 3. The SRES used a two dimensional framework but also illustrates the input of other driving forces in Fig. 4

Fig. 3. Canada energy technology futures scenario schematic

Source: Natural Resources Canada (2000)

Fig. 4. SRES scenario schematic
While ‘macro’ or global and regional developments can have a considerable impact at a national level, two potential approaches are available: i) explicitly consider the potential evolution of macro developments as part of the exercise, or, ii) assume that macro developments evolve in logical consistency with the driving forces in the national scenarios. Baseline scenarios will exclude further policy developments under the UNFCCC process or other intergovernmental levels such as the European Union (EU). The ordering of driving forces through themes and trends within the scenarios is achieved using the logics provided by the axes and exploration of the other driving forces. It can be illustrated by a table of change in key variables or ‘futures table’ [2], documenting key assumptions [22] or the main features of scenario development paths [53]. These lead to the draft narratives that inform the quantitative modelling process. The attendant multidimensionality is illustrated by the roots of the tree in Fig. 4.

The number of scenarios to be developed in the research is a key question in addressing the range of plausible futures. There has been a prevalence of three scenario
exercises, while four and five scenario exercises have begun to replace this approach [35]. This helps to avoid best case, worst case and middle case assumptions which are contrary to exploratory scenarios, as they may or may not be equally likely. As proposed in Nakicenovic et al. [18] applying the principle of “Occam’s razor” led the SRES to use the minimum number of scenarios adequate for assessment, with four storylines avoiding the central or most likely impression. No one scenario can encompass the possibility envelope and reflect the uncertainty in development pathways. More than two scenarios are required to illustrate that the future depends on many different underlying dynamics. Avoiding three prevents the impression that there is a central or most likely future. Using four scenarios addresses these concerns although it can raise communication issues [19].

The narrative storylines in exploratory scenarios have two core functions; aiding exploration and also communication. They are stylised narrative descriptions of alternative future developments relevant to the research question and further guidance is provided by [51]. The narratives can be from paragraphs to a few pages in length [36]. Elaborate plots and highly descriptive titles can be used to aid communication. Where they may appear idiosyncratic and arbitrary this stylistic approach requires consideration once more of the audience and the goals of the exercise.

3.8 Process of inquiry

The scenario typology of Borjeson et al. [17] describes a number of techniques that can be employed in the process of scenario development to contribute to the “generating phase” for generating and collecting ideas, knowledge and views regarding some part of the future. In exploratory scenarios these include workshops, survey and Delphi methods. Stewart claimed that the Delphi technique was created and continues to be employed as it is a cheap and quick way of getting the information needed for making decisions [67]. Stewart proposed that it is used when there is a shortage of data, inadequate models and lack of time
or resources to make a thorough scientific study. It is important to note that a reliance on expert opinion and workshops may also constrain analysis given the poorly understood issues often the subject of scenario exercises, and the inability of participants to perceive their own assumptions [68] a common problem with all foresight techniques [51]. It may be desirable to use participation in scenarios, from both the scientific inquiry and democracy standpoints as both potentially benefit from inclusion of diverse perspectives. Nevertheless, it is ultimately the design, application and approach to the process that delivers diverse, robust scenarios. An alternative approach described by Borjeson et al. [17] is an internal scenario project, where one researcher, a group of researchers or a scenario project team produce the scenarios back-office as applied in recent studies [1, 70, 71]. Such a process is usually less time and resource intensive but caution is once more required. There is potential for bias and limited worldviews as the judgement of a number of informed people is potentially better than the judgement of a single individual [72]. The difficulty in defining concepts and methodologies for inquiry using the scenario approach has been criticised [73]. The distinct variations in application are an inevitable result of the multifarious issue domains of scenarios. Specifically within the environmental and energy domain the Storyline and Simulation (SAS) approach of Alcamo [19] has emerged as a common basis [72].

The needs of energy planning and mitigation policy have driven the development and application of a plethora of modeling tools and techniques for quantification [74, 75, 29, 76]. Energy policy is typically informed by reference to analytical models, but variations in approaches require considerable filtration and translation in order to appropriately inform design and implementation of government policy [76]. Interestingly, a key conclusion of Armstrong [77] offered that simple models can yield results as accurate as more complicated techniques, and in response Craig et al. [7] concluded that accurate data and careful scenario creation are more important. In more general terms, de Jouvenel [78] proposed that
simulation models based on observations of the past are favoured by economists, econometrists, statisticians and forecasters. Subject to the GIGO effect,\(^8\) the accuracy or scientific quality of forecasts is not guaranteed where results may be arbitrary and subjective. According to de Jouvenel, these methods have long been opposed to the scenario method, which is more developed and used by futurists [78]. An additional problem is that technological and economic realities are implicitly embedded in energy modelling apparatus while results are often promoted as “objective” [25]. Midttun and Baumgartner termed this combination of modelling and politics as “the scientific negotiation of energy futures” [79]. It increases the need for not only reproducible results and published models, but transparent assumptions and dynamics in energy and emissions modelling studies. Forecasts can hence embody an inexplicit worldview and value system hidden in model architecture and assumptions. It is not only an ethical and political issue, but as assumed human factors can change it is also an issue of uncertainty and consequent difficulty for forecasting.

4. Case study of short term scenarios for Ireland

The Irish context is an interesting example of the difficulties in forecasting national energy and emissions in the short term. In evaluating the Gothenburg Protocol, Kelly et al. [80] stated that the forecast used for Gothenburg in 1999 had underestimated Ireland’s energy use in 2010 by 11\(^{\%}\).\(^9\) The population, economic and mobility activity leading to this growth were all underestimated. The authors concluded that rates of technological and behavioural change would be important factors in future modelling. The “Energy 2000” study of the European Community in 1985 underestimated Ireland’s consumption of oil and gas and

---

\(^8\) Garbage In Garbage Out.

\(^9\) In this context, the potential significance of such underestimations is not just for environmental protection in meeting air quality targets but also in arenas such as cost effectiveness and cost benefit analysis of measures to meet targets.
overestimated solid fuels and renewable energy in 2000 [81]. This study found substantial forecast error over the EU and outlined three areas of uncertainty: unanticipated “strong” political decisions,\textsuperscript{10} unanticipated energy requirements\textsuperscript{11} and data definition and availability. The recession in Ireland has further highlighted accuracy difficulties, with errors of up to 9.1% for the first forecast year in energy CO\textsubscript{2} forecasts [82]. The reviews of Ireland’s communications to the UNFCCC noted a significant difference between recent short term projections and requested explanation [83, 84].

The scenario development process detailed below is applicable for use with other quantitative modeling techniques as per SAS. The quantitative technique applied in [1] for short term carbon emission scenarios for Ireland was index decomposition analysis (IDA), specifically an application of the Log Mean Divisia Index (LMDI) of Ang and Liu [85]. This multi-sectoral decomposition framework was used for historical analysis and quantitative scenario development\textsuperscript{12}. IDA is widely used for historical emission and energy analysis, but has rarely been used in conjunction with scenario techniques or in forecasting. This has been recommended as a key area for future research [87, 88, 89]. Recent studies have used different combinations of scenario approaches and IDA [90, 91, 69, 92]. Agnolucci \textit{et al.} [91] used the back-casting scenario approach with the Kaya identity [40] to elaborate different UK carbon reduction scenarios to 2050. These back-casting scenarios were both qualitative and quantitative, using an expert knowledge approach to model variables. The other studies were trend-based scenarios using IPAT, Laspeyres or divisia decomposition. In contrast, [1] applied exploratory rather than trend based scenarios cognisant of, but not relying on historical dynamics.

\textsuperscript{10}These decisions included those from increasing concerns of climate change and the introduction of feed-in tariffs in Germany.

\textsuperscript{11}Including increased transport activity and the shift to gas.

\textsuperscript{12}See [93] for specific details on the decomposition technique applied.
Following the methodological guidance provided in the literature as previously described, the process applied for scenario development in [1] was towards the construction of hybrid exploratory scenarios for short term national energy-related carbon emissions to 2020. These baseline emission scenarios are a potential response to issues of forecast accuracy and uncertainty, encapsulating equally plausible alternative development pathways and consequent emission trajectories under ‘baseline’ no change in energy and mitigation policy. Such hybrid qualitative and quantitative scenarios permit the articulation of integrated development paths as described by Sathaye et al. [63] and include a complex array of technological, economic, social, governance and cultural characteristics. The process applied is similar to the SAS approach of Alcamo [19] and could be summarised in the following broad stages in Fig. 5;

Fig. 5. Stages in the development process for short term hybrid scenarios
1. Identify research question
2. Identify data requirements and collection
3. Conduct quantitative historical analysis
4. Identify scenario driving forces
5. Explore the development of driving forces and interactions
6. Select scenario axes and logics of multiple driving forces
7. Construct draft qualitative scenario narratives
8. Select rates of change in model variables
9. Apply evolution from quantitative model base year to horizon year
10. Graph and present quantitative estimates of emissions
11. Explore plausibility and internal consistency
12. Finalise integrated qualitative and quantitative scenarios
The flow diagram in Fig. 5 illustrates the process of scenario development characterised broadly on the right hand side through the phases of the scenario typology of [17]. Stages 1 to 5 involve the “generation of ideas,” towards the development of the scenarios. Stage 1 dictates the scope of the scenario exercise. Stages 2-5 discern the historical and current situation and explore the potential evolution and interaction of driving forces affecting its plausible future development. Stages 6 to 10 involve the “integration” of qualitative and quantitative scenario components into a whole leading to the development of qualitative narratives of scenario evolution and a quantitative mathematical representation through the chosen model, in this case IDA, described as a divisia index scenario generator (DISCGEN). Stages 11 to 12 are the “checking” phase where logical causality, plausibility and consistency are considered leading to iterative amendments. Evaluation of scenarios and comparison with carbon emission forecasts for Ireland existing at the time of the study are available in [1].

5. Concluding remarks

Evidence from the literature on the accuracy of quantitative point forecasts of energy and emissions suggests that uncertainty is endemic even on short and medium term time scales. It leads to considerable difficulties in producing accurate forecasts [3]. Point forecasts are essentially obligatory in the context of UNFCCC requirements but this approach is counter-productive to effective analysis and creates strategic difficulties for policy and decision-making. It may be prudent for the UNFCCC to reconsider the recommended approach in the reporting guidelines [10].

The technique of scenario analysis is increasingly applied in scientific inquiry of energy and emissions on long time-scales but evidence suggests its utility in the short term. In exploring short-to-medium term change, scenarios have a utility in exploring baseline
quantification in addition to assessing policy effects. Grunwald [94] stated that studies of energy futures, including model based, are inevitably social constructs subject to arbitrariness and ideology necessitating transparency and debate. The argument for plural, interdisciplinary and varied conceptions of the future is strong both in scientific inquiry to aid analysis and in decision-making to aid strategy and participative democracy. Scenarios structure thinking on the future, bound uncertainty on future evolution and can be used to document important assumptions.

There is no common framework for scenario analysis due to the breadth if its application. Scenarios are constructed based on research objectives and use a range of scenario characteristics for guidance, with the SAS approach emerging as a common thread for the environment [72]. At the frontier of scenarios research in engaging with uncertainty, integrated or ‘hybrid’ qualitative and quantitative techniques that incorporate an interdisciplinary approach have advantages. Integration can be achieved through a framework of axes and logics to structure scenario driving forces within scenario narratives which also aid communication. Narratives provide input to the selection and checking of appropriate numerical estimates of driving force change in quantification in a process similar to Alcamo [19]. Narratives also permit the enhanced exploration of ‘softer’ issues in development paths such as governance, institutions and values which are outside of the scope of quantitative approaches but are ultimately crucial to outcomes.

No credible analysis should rely on just one or two forecasts, careful scenario creation is more important than complex modelling [7], and simple models can yield results as accurate as more complicated techniques [77]. While the statistical dispersion of results is theoretically less in the short term, the complexity of human influenced systems is irreducible and omnipresent, and ex-post analysis shows that the system confounds prediction. An optimal approach would involve exploring and preparing for equally plausible futures which
is better facilitated by exploratory scenarios than BAU projections. Given the domination of quantitative point forecasts for shorter term insights, despite a poor record of accuracy and other issues, further methodological research is merited on the use of scenario techniques for this purpose. In a business environment, Onkal et al. [8] looked at the effectiveness of scenarios in channeling forecast advice. In a policy issue of great import such as energy and emissions, the capacity of the approach to enhance decision-making requires further scholarship.

Separate to these methodological and praxis issues, from a policy perspective Sathaye et al. [63] concluded reducing emissions is not simply a question of mitigation or energy policy, but is inherently linked to the underlying wider development path. The advancement of more broad holistic perspectives on development and processes of change is consequently policy relevant in all states, for which purpose integrated scenarios are an ideal tool. A common set of short term national scenarios informing related foresight tasks such as economic forecasts, population projections and environmental, technology and social analysis could have many benefits. It could aid in addressing similar confounding uncertainties encountered across these related fields [1] and facilitate a common language for analysts. It could also operate as a mode of mainstreaming sustainable development and mitigation across policy functions. By using a common set of scenarios, various disparate planning and policy functions could be integrated from economic, transport and spatial development planning to environmental and social policies. Whole-of-government decision-making is essential to capturing policy synergies, coalition building, political leadership, integrated approaches and policy coherence [63] and ultimately cost and environmentally effective mitigation.
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